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Arrive Systems appoints Liberty AV Solutions as Distributor for the North American Pro A/V market 
Arrive

®
 strengthens its Edgeless Media and Extreme Collaboration customer outreach with Liberty AV as its 

Authorized Distributor in North America. 
 
Colorado Springs, CO, USA – 06 February 2014: Liberty AV Solutions (http://www.libertycable.com) announces 

its agreement with Arrive Systems, Inc. (http://www.arrivesys.com) which provides Liberty’s extensive channel 
network in the Pro-AV markets the ability to source and support Arrive Edgeless Media Platform products and 
solutions across North America. 
 
Liberty will extend its current range of audio-visual integration products to offer enterprise class Edgeless Media

®
 

solutions with Arrive InfoPoint™ room signs, Arrive FacePoint
®
 extreme collaboration room systems and Arrive 

ViewPoint™ rich media lecture recording systems ideally suited for enterprise and education markets.  
Arrive Edgeless Media

®
 is a unified platform that develops and offers the world’s largest range of convergent 

Unified Collaboration & Pro-AV Room Systems as a single vendor which includes an extensive range of unified 
software and hardware systems comprised of interactive flat panel displays, cameras, microphones, codec 
appliances and unified AV controls systems with wireless BYOD and Cloud connectivity. Arrive’s Edgeless Media 
Server Platform provides seamless integration with leading edge Microsoft Lync

®
 collaboration platform and 

OpenCast Matterhorn Open Source Lecture Capture & Video Management for Education. 

“Arrive is building technologies and bringing edgeless media solutions to market in the sunrise of extreme 
collaboration. This is an exciting technology space where we can see transformation everywhere. Collaboration is 
happening all around us and we are extremely excited to partner with Liberty AV which significantly enhances the 
potential and brings new opportunities in collaboration and rich media to Liberty’s customers and channels" said 
Lee Dodson, President of Arrive Systems, Inc. 

“Arrive’s extensive range of Edgeless Media products will help cement Liberty’s presence in the rapidly growing 
demand for unified AV and IT solutions. We are so pleased to expand our portfolio of leading edge solutions with 
Arrive room systems and systems integrator packages,” said Ed Jankowski, President of Liberty AV Solutions. 
“Through this new partnership, all the Liberty AV Solutions customers will experience significant growth in the 
North American market.” 

-End- 

About Liberty AV Solutions 

Liberty AV Solutions is recognized as a leading supplier of audio-visual integration products, including industry-
leading digital solutions. Liberty is headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and operates offices in Colorado, 
Arizona, North Carolina, and Wisconsin. Liberty remains focused on customer service and education while 
continuing to provide the broadest range of professional AV products available. Liberty AV Solutions is a 
subsidiary of WESCO Distribution, Inc., a publicly traded Fortune 500 holding company headquartered in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
 
About Arrive  

Arrive Systems Inc. (Cypress, CA) provides factory integrated solutions as well as innovative hardware and 
software platforms to offer unified communication & collaboration (UC&C) advantages by enabling high 
performance environments in education, enterprise, government, healthcare and hospitality markets. The 
company’s innovative and green ICT solutions are used for Interactive Room Signage, Lecture Capture, Advanced 
IP Networking, Cloud Media Processing and Wireless Connectivity. Arrive’s Edgeless Media ® products are 
created to provide the ability for systems integrators and users to benefit from the AV and IT crossover opportunity 
of merging the wired world of AV with the wireless and cloud connected world of IT. 
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